I. INTRODUCTION
Protein-mediated DNA loops play a central role in many biological processes.
1,2 DNA looping is involved in transcription, 3 repair, 4 telomere maintenance, 5 and gene regulation. 6 In general, protein-mediated DNA looping enables DNA regions separated by a large genetic distance to interact with each other. The formation of very large loops (10s to 100s of kbp) in the emergence of chromatin organization and the necessity of this chromatin organization for normal cell function is an intensive focus of recent research. [7] [8] [9] In particular, the co-operative action of multiple protein copies in promoting DNA looping [10] [11] [12] [13] and conformational change 14 has become a central question. Here we demonstrate a tool for detecting transient interactions that may be important in facilitating looping transitions (Fig. 1) . The most established method for quantifying DNA loop formation is the gel electrophoresis mobility shift assay. 15 Protein-mediated DNA loops can also be directly visualized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). [3] [4] [5] These single-molecule techniques have the advantage of detecting rare states. However, only configurations of DNA molecules smaller than 10 kbp in length can be easily interpreted if molecules are randomly deposited on a surface from solution. DNA bending and looping on a even shorter scale (10s of bp) can be detected by fluorescence energy transfer, and important information about the single-molecule dynamics can be established. 16, 17 Tethered particle motion (TPM) is also able to monitor the temporal fluctuation of DNA, but does so on a larger scale. [18] [19] [20] However, similar to force-based measurements, it requires the modification of the DNA ends. [21] [22] [23] That potentially limits the utility for studying proteins that not only catalyze internal loops, but also endto-end circularization. In principle, optical microscopy can follow the temporal course of loop formation, 24 but in general it requires resolution enhancement techniques to follow loops in the range of a few kbp, which in turn lower the temporal resolution. 25 Stretching DNA in flow cells a) RRiehn@ncsu.edu overcomes the resolution problem, but notably the extending stress is very heterogeneous along the molecule making a quantitative evaluation difficult. 26 We will use stretching of DNA in nanochannels as the main analytic technique for following DNA loop configurations in this publication. 27 Such nanochannels have a cross-section of $100 Â 100 nm 2 , and a length of 100 lm. After DNA is brought into a nanochannel, it will assume an equilibrium configuration that is governed by the channel cross-section, the contour length of DNA, its persistence length, and its width. 28 The dependence on the persistence length and width make nanochannel stretching a promising probe for these parameters as a function of buffer conditions 29 or protein binding. [30] [31] [32] DNA is dynamic inside nanochannels and fluctuates, [33] [34] [35] and can thus explore many possible configurations during a single experiment. Furthermore, the configuration of looped 36 and knotted 37 molecules can be followed in real time (Fig. 1 ). Cyclization by T4 DNA ligase is an intensively studied model system for DNA looping. [38] [39] [40] [41] T4 DNA ligase displays a surprisingly large range of functionalities. T4 DNA ligase catalyzes formation of the phosphodiester bond between the adjacent 5 0 -PO 4 and 3 0 -OH groups at DNA ends of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) fragments. 42 It joins dsDNA in both blunt-ended ligation and the ligation of complimentary ends, which is the same as nick ligation. It also ligates single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), albeit with very low efficiency, 43 seals single-stranded 1-5-nucleotide gaps, 44 and acts as a lyase by removing apurininc/apyrimidinic (AP) sites. 45 T4 DNA ligase requires the co-factors adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and Mg 2þ for full activity. ATP is required for specific binding of ligase to both DNA strands, while Mg 2þ is required for catalytic action. 46, 47 At high T4 DNA ligase concentration, non-specific binding to dsDNA was observed. Furthermore, it was proposed that the apparent persistence length of DNA drops in presence of a high concentration T4 DNA ligase, 48, 49 which is likely due to ligase induced DNA kinking and local base-pair opening in transient DNA-ligase complexes. 50 In studies that focus on the mechanical properties of DNA, T4 DNA ligase is typically used at a low concentration to secure circular configurations that are at formed through hybridization of complimentary ends. 38 Thus, the cyclization rate is governed by the probability of a both ends coming together, specifically as a function of DNA length, DNA stiffness, and swelling of the coil. 38, 40, 51 While the self-interaction probability of relaxed yeast chromatin indicates the validity of the worm-like chain model, 52 we note that ligase-based looping seems more efficient than predicted by that model for larger distances (>1 kbp). We can speculate on the connection between the efficient formation of very large loops (>1 kbp) and both blunt-ended dsDNA and ssDNA ligation capability. In order to ligate distinct DNA molecules, the enzyme has to bind to two DNA molecules simultaneously and locate their ends. That means three entities (1st end, 2nd end, ligase or ligase multimer) have to come together in a small volume. In analogy with search process of transcription factors and other sequence-specific enzymes, we speculate that the DNA looping rate is enhanced through a facilitated diffusion process in which the protein first binds to a nonspecific motif, and then translocates along the strand to locate DNA ends. 53 We will show evidence that non-specific DNA-protein-DNA clusters are formed even at internal DNA-DNA junctions.
In this publication, we investigate the influence of T4 DNA ligase and its cofactor ATP on the configuration of long DNA strands under nanoconfinement. Under the Mg 2þ -free conditions chosen by us, ligase is not capable of covalent strand-joining and is known to bind DNA independent of its catalytic action. We introduced k-DNA molecules into nanochannels and observed extended and folded DNA configurations ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). We observed a contraction of DNA in presence of T4 DNA ligase. We further recorded a strongly increased probability of folded DNA configurations in presence of T4 DNA ligase. These folded configurations gradually unfolded, and we observed that the rate of DNA unfolding reduced under ATP exposure. We attribute this slowing of unfolding to the establishment of transient, T4 DNA ligase-mediated DNA-DNA links. AFM imaging supports the hypothesized notion that transient DNA-DNA contacts are stabilized by T4 DNA ligase. We speculate that such transient stabilization of DNA-DNA contacts may be a general mechanism to increase the rate of protein-induced DNA looping.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
k-DNA (Roche Diagnostics GmbH) was stained with YOYO-1 (Life Sciences) at a ratio of 1 dye per 10 base pairs. The contour length of unstained k-DNA (48.5 kbp) is approximately 16 lm. After staining, that length can increase by up to 30%. 54 DNA was suspended in 0.5 Â TBE buffer (pH 8) at room temperature. BSA (0.1 mg/ml, New England Biolabs) was added to prevent sticking of DNA to the nanochannels. For experiments requiring ATP, the final ATP concentration was 1 mM.
We chose T4 DNA ligase supplied by Roche Diagnostics (1 U Roche /ll), since this vendor does not supplement their product with BSA. The latter would interfere with the interpretation of our AFM measurements. The T4 DNA ligase stock solution was expected to have a concentration of 6 lM, while we measured a concentration of 10.4 lM via absorption spectroscopy. We also observed that T4 DNA ligase is predominantly in a multimeric state using dynamics light scattering (DLS), with some large aggregates, possibly due to the fact that this vendor does not add BSA. We thus believe the concentration of active T4 DNA ligase molecules is considerably lower. Using Roches units, the final T4 DNA ligase concentration is 5 U Roche /ml.
The majority of recent publications in the field use T4 DNA ligase supplied by New England Biolabs, which contains BSA. Using the same unit definition as New England Biolabs, the final concentration of T4 DNA ligase is in the range of 500 U NEB /ml to 1000 U NEB /ml (1 U NEB /ml ¼ 0.02 nM (Ref. 50) ). This compares to 250 U NEB /ml used by Widom and Cloutier, 48,55 1 U NEB /ml used by low-concentration studies such as Du et al., 49 and a few 10 4 U NEB /ml by Yuan et al. 50 We verified that nanochannel measurements with an equivalent concentration of T4 DNA ligase from both New England Biolabs and Roche gave similar results.
Samples were prepared in the following sequence: DNA was suspended in buffer at 1 lg/ml and heated to 65 C for 10 min before being rapidly cooled on ice. BSA was added. T4 DNA ligase and ATP were added as necessary, and the sample was incubated for 15 min at room temperature. Then a 100 mM YOYO-1 stock solution was added, and the solution was incubated for four hours at 4 C. The solution was briefly spun down in a microcentrifuge prior to experiments.
All experiments used mixed micro-and nano-fluidic devices made from fused silica, which were prepared by methods discussed elsewhere. 56 Nanofluidic channels with a 50 Â 100 nm 2 cross-section and a length of 200 lm were placed between u-shaped microchannels that were 100 lm wide, 800 nm deep, and had about 1 cm separation between inlets and active zone. 57 Each DNA molecule is driven from microchannel to nanochannel by a hydrostatic pressure gradient. After the DNA molecule has entered the nanochannel, the pressure gradient is removed and the dynamics of molecules are observed. Molecules were observed using an inverted fluorescence microscope with a 1.3-N.A. oil-immersion microscope objective (Nikon, TE-2000) under illumination from a metal halide lamp, and observation by an emCCD camera (Andor). We followed the conventional approach of representing the brightness of a stretched DNA molecule as the convolution of a boxcar function and a Gaussian. 27 However, since a brightness step within the molecule is present for folded molecules, two such functions are necessary. For calculating the end-to-end and the loop length of DNA molecules, we fitted the brightness along the molecule backbone to
where I(x) is the intensity along nanochannel, r is the slope of the edge, I u , and I f are the brightnesses of the unfolded and folded sections. x u and l u are the center and length of the entire molecule. x f and l f are the center and length of the folded stretch. I b is a constant background term. For AFM imaging, we diluted linear DNA (3.8 kbps) in AFM deposition buffer (25 mM HEPES, 25 mM Sodium Acetate, pH 7.5). The final DNA concentration was 1 ng/ll for all measurements. For measurements with T4 DNA ligase and ATP, the respective final concentrations were 5 U Roche /ml (Roche) and 1 mM, respectively. Solutions were incubated at room temperature for 15 min. APTES mica surfaces were prepared as described earlier. 58 A droplet of the DNA or T4 DNA ligase-DNA-ATP solution was added onto an APTES treated mica surface and incubated for 30 min. Surfaces were further washed with deionized water and dried with dry nitrogen. Imaging was performed in non-contact mode in air (cantilevers: Nanosensors, PPPFMR; resonant frequency: $45-115 kHz, spring constant: 0.5-9.5 N/m) using an Asylum MFP3D AFM instrument.
III. RESULTS
Upon introduction of k-DNA into nanochannels, we observed two predominant configurations (Fig. 2) . The extended configuration (Fig. 2(a) ) is characterized by constant fluorescence intensity along the channel (Figs. 2(b)-2(d) ). In the folded configuration (Fig. 2(e) ), a hairpin causes the molecule to fold back on itself. A step in the molecule brightness can be observed (Figs. 2(f)-2(h) ). DNA molecules entered the nanochannel randomly in either an unfolded or folded configurations. The folded configurations are not simply density fluctuations of extended molecules. 34, 35 In particular, the bright region of a fold is always linked to one end, and the onset within the molecule is sudden. In contrast, thermal density fluctuations of an extended molecule are well described by Rouse modes. Their phase is in general random, so that they do not form stable step-like configurations. After observation effects are taken into account, these fluctuations also cannot reach the intensity magnitude found here.
We analyzed the intensity profiles of extended k-DNA molecules, and found the mean endto-end lengths by fitting to Eq. (1) after applying the constraint I f ¼ I u . The histogram in Fig. 3 shows the distribution of end-to-end of lengths of extended DNA molecules for the three different datasets. A Gaussian is fit to each distribution to obtain the mean end-to-end lengths, listed in Table I . We find that k-DNA contracted in the presence of T4 DNA ligase, from 14.4 lm for bare DNA to 12.5 lm with T4 DNA ligase. We attribute the further contraction and narrowing of the distribution upon addition of ATP mainly to an interference of the dye with ATP, and not an actual effect of ATP (separate manuscript in preparation). We have found no evidence that the increase of the ionic strength from $15 mM lowers the extension strongly if DAPI is used for DNA visualization. Reisner reported such a reduction as funciton of ionic strength. 29 DNA configurations are dynamic, and we followed molecules for at least 30 s. Folded molecules under all conditions gradually unroll until molecules reach an extended configuration, as reported by Levy. 36 We show intensity time traces of the recoil process in (Figs. 4(a)-4(c) ). We quantified the configuration parameters by fitting the full form of Eq. (1) to intensity profile of along the nanochannel (Figs. 4(d)-4(f) ). The unrolling process occurs over 10s of seconds, and is considerably slower than the relaxation time of both density fluctuations 34, 35 and the connected relaxation of length fluctuations 33, 35 that occur within a few seconds. Thus, we feel further strengthened in applying Levy's loop interpretation. Table I ). TABLE I. Statistical characterization of DNA configurations in the presence of T4 DNA ligase and ATP. 60 extended molecules for each condition were used to find l u (extension of a fully unfolded molecule), Dl u 2 (mean fluctuation amplitude of fully unfolded molecules), and K (spring constant derived from the former two quantities, see discussion). 22 folded molecules for each condition were used to find c (ratio of apparent extensions of folded and unfolded regions). The relative product of persistence length and molecule width, Pw, was found from the mean values of l u and c. The probability of entry in a looped configuration, p loop , was found from 100 molecules for each condition. Parameter definitions are given in the discussion. In order to quantify the speed of unrolling, we aligned molecules under equal conditions by shifting the time axis until curves overlapped. The resulting graphs of average loop length versus time are shown in Fig. 5 . We found that loops unfold with an approximately constant rate of 216 6 5 nm/s, 204 6 5 nm/s, and 119 6 3 nm/s for k-DNA, k-DNA with T4 DNA ligase, and k-DNA with T4 DNA ligase and ATP, respectively (ATP alone without ligase was similar to bare DNA).
To further investigate whether or not DNA ligase directly promotes DNA looping, we performed AFM imaging on DNA deposited from a solution containing bare DNA (Fig. 6(a) ), and a solution containing DNA, T4 DNA ligase and ATP (Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) ). Because of the length of the chosen DNA substrate ($1.2 lm), we anticipate that the majority of DNA molecules form random DNA-DNA crossings that are an effect of the deposition of the 3-dimensional molecule to the 2-dimensional surface. Visual inspection of DNA-DNA crossings reveals that intersections in the presence of both T4 DNA ligase and ATP appear on average taller than those without (compare Fig. 6(a) to Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) ).
Along the extended DNA on the surface (away from crossings), we observed a larger variability of height of the fiber in the presence of T4 DNA ligase and ATP. In particular taller sections occurred in stretches along the molecule. We attribute this to the binding of T4 DNA ligase to DNA.
We analyzed the peak height of DNA-DNA crossings in the absence or presence of DNA ligase, and observed dramatic differences (Fig. 7) . In the case of bare DNA ( Fig. 7(a) ), a single peak is observed (0.70 6 0.08 nm), while the histogram for DNA with T4 DNA ligase and ATP ( Fig. 7(b) ) showed two peaks (0.73 6 0.05 and 1.07 6 0.15 nm). The stated uncertainties are the half-widths of the Gaussian fits; the confidence for the peak positions is higher. The lower peak in the presence of DNA ligase (Fig. 7(b) ) is consistent with the height for DNA-DNA crossing with bare DNA (Fig. 7(a) ). The second peak in Fig. 7(b) corresponds to the binding of T4 DNA ligase since it is absent without DNA ligase ( Fig. 7(a) ). The area under the two Gaussian peaks indicates that $ 3 = 4 of all DNA-DNA junctions are bound by ligase molecules. We are not able to distinguish whether these are monomers or multimers. That ratio matches the fraction of junctions with greater height that we visually estimated in Fig. 6 . 
IV. DISCUSSION
It is apparent that the addition of T4 DNA ligase and the further addition of ATP modify the behavior of DNA significantly. In order to interpret the measurements, we will have to discuss them in the framework of confined polymers.
Although the theory of DNA extension under 1-d confinement is still an active field of research, 28, 59 a good experimental understanding exists. 33, 60 Broadly, the extension of confined DNA molecules results from a balance between entropy and excluded volume interactions within the DNA. 61 A DNA molecule of contour length L, width w, and persistence length P that is confined to a nanochannel of width D will elongate due to excluded volume interaction between segments of the polymer that are separated in genetic position along the backbone. The de Gennes theory predicts an extension l that scales as 61, 62 
However, experimental tests have shown that the scaling in D is stronger than indicated. 33 Recently, the importance of a minimum scale for self-avoidance 63 and the alignment of polymer segments 64 have been demonstrated. Interestingly, the ideal scaling of Eq. (2) is recovered for circular DNA. 60 We thus anticipate that the dependence of l on P is higher than that on w in channels with a width of 100 nm, with an exact functional relationship not clear for the extended configuration. There are two distinct mechanisms that can lead to an apparent shortening of DNA in nanochannels upon protein binding. The first mechanism is the formation of stable compacted DNA configurations that change the effective available contour length of the DNA. Examples include the binding of histones 30 or nucleoproteins. 31 The second mechanism is the modification of p and w, which leads to more dramatic effects under nanoconfinement than in free solution. 29, 32 Decreasing l in identical channels could be the effect of a change of w or P. Neither mechanism are related to the osmotic pressure effects that can collapse DNA which occurs at higher concentration of proteins than considered here. [65] [66] [67] To the first approximation, the effective spring constant K of unfolded molecules can be found from the fluctuation amplitude through K ¼ k B T/hDl u 2 i, 33 where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. If the scaling of Eq. (1) is combined with the free energy of deformation of the deGennes model such as given by Jun et al., 68 one can predict that the spring constant is invariant under changes in (Pw) as long as the contour length is conserved. Refinements to the determination of the length fluctuation amplitude that take the measurement process and all Rouse modes into account 35 do not change this result as it applies to all modes independently. We tested whether the reduction in l was connected to a change of w and P or to a more fundamental change in molecule configuration by determining the effective spring (Table I) . Addition of T4 DNA ligase to DNA as well as further addition of ATP did not change the spring constant significantly. We thus believe that all extended configurations are essentially wormlike chains of similar contour length, and that no permanent links between genetically distant loci are established.
We define a as the extension factor (length of occupied channel segment divided by contour length) of an unfolded segment of DNA. b is the extension factor of a folded segment (two times length of occupied channel segment divided by contour length). Interestingly, we can determine c ¼ b=a alternatively from the ratio of brightness's c ¼ 2ÁI u /I f . The c-factor is a demonstration of the excluded volume effect, since an ideal chain should show c ¼ 1. Levy et al. reported c ¼ 1.3 in a configuration similar to ours. 36 We find a similar c for bare DNA (Table I) , but a strong reduction once T4 DNA ligase is introduced, and a further reduction upon ATP addition. Since the relative magnitudes of both a and c are experimentally accessible, we can find b. Since the scaling predicted by de Gennes holds for folded segments, 60 we can assume that Eq. (2) holds and determine the product wP. We find that it is reduced to 50% upon addition of T4 DNA ligase and to 40% in the presence of ATP. This is a remarkable reduction. We are however not able to measure w and P independently, even though detailed numerical studies exist. 59, 69 Levy et al. have described a model for the unfolding of the folded geometry that utilizes a constant driving force due to excluded volume interaction and a drag force dominated by the drag between channel walls and DNA. 36 In the framework of this model, the decreased unfolding rate in the presence of T4 DNA ligase and ATP could be interpreted as a reduction of the effective width of the chain. The looping und unfolding process in nanochannels has numerically been treated by Cifra and Bleha, 70 but for relatively short chains and without hydrodynamic interactions. Račko and Cifra 71 have treated kinetics of the segregation two independent chains in nanochannels, which is interesting, but topologically different. A recent study by Chen did note that some folded molecules can become trapped in a folded state for extended times. 72 We have found two potential problems with Levy's model. 36 First, the model is missing a force term for c > 1. We have modified the model by changing to discrete model and numerical integration, and find a small correction for c ¼ 1.3. Second, neither the original nor the modified model appears to fit the data in our data set. Instead of a concave curve as claimed by Levy, we find essentially a straight line. Indeed, if the last two data points of their data set are removed, their result also is consistent with a straight line.
In order to illuminate the apparent inconsistency of our fit with Levy's model, we calculated the histogram of frame-to-frame steps. For bare DNA, the result is shown in Fig. 8(a) single Gaussian fit (not) shown showed a considerable underfitting in the region of À1.0 to À0.5 lm. We thus fitted to two Gaussians, where one Gaussian has mean displacement of approximately 0 with 208 6 5 counts attributed. A secondary feature emerges at À0.75 lm displacement (frames are spaced by 50 ms). However, since only 1/10th of all counts are attributed to the secondary feature (22.8 6 4.5), the location and width of the feature carry large uncertainties. Upon inspection of the original image data (Fig. 4) , we observe that it appears to contain long phases of relatively little change that are interrupted by short periods of rapid shortening of the looped region. Inspection of Levy's data shows the same dynamics. Note that the secondary feature leads to a very large effect on the total movement of the chains as these periods carry a high weight due to the large displacement (Fig. 8(b) ).
We speculate that the unrolling does not progress through a continuous process, but rather one that is characterized by starts and stops which is linked to entanglement of the two chains occupying the same channel segment. In particular, the central feature appears to correspond to the relatively stable folded configurations that Chen observed, 72 and we suggest that the importance of the feature in our data is due to the fact that our molecules are 8 times longer than in their publication. We can probe whether the displacement in the histogram is due to random motion, or the effect of a hypothetical two-state motion. To this end, we form the mean over three consecutive displacements, and the re-calculate the histogram. We find that the central peak has narrowed approximately by a factor of ffiffi ffi 3 p , as expected for thermal fluctuations with a short relaxation time, or errors in fitting. However, the negative displacement feature did not shift significantly, and became even more distinct. Thus, we conclude that steps of rapid unrolling are typically occurring together. We believe that the local rate of unlooping within these should follow Levy's model.
We now turn to the histogram obtained when T4 DNA ligase and ATP are added ( Fig. 9(a) ). We chose the three-step averaged form since the narrower distribution makes visual comparison easier. We find that upon adding T4 DNA ligase to DNA, the shape and distribution of the central peak does not shift significantly. The secondary feature disappears in the isolated form, but is possibly reflected by a large weight at about À0.15 lm in Fig. 9(b) . Since the rapid unrolling typical of the "jumps" occurred in irregular intervals, the alignment of the unrolling curves in Fig. 5 does typically "grab onto" the slow creep phases. Thus, the similar shape of the main feature for bare DNA and that bound to T4 DNA ligase leads to a similar numerical measure of relaxation.
Upon addition of ATP to DNA and T4 DNA ligase, the mean displacement of the central peak is considerably reduced, and the peak width apparently is reduced. No secondary feature is discernable. The reduction in mean displacement is directly reflected in the mean unrolling speed in Fig. 5 . We believe that the reduction in peak width indicates that DNA segments are not free to move past other segments. Note that the length fluctuations for fully extended DNA molecules in Table I showed no change at the same time. We will now attempt to attribute the differing dynamics in the light of the likely biological function of T4 DNA ligase and DNA polymer behavior. Above we have hypothesized that the creeping motion is an effect of mutual entanglement of the two strands occupying the same volume, while the jumps are in an untangled state. Following this hypothesis, we conclude that addition of T4 ligase either reduces the likelihood of disentanglement dramatically, or increases the likelihood of re-entanglement. Both the reduction in persistence length, as well as the reduction in effective polymer width would lead to such an effect, due to the likelihood of entanglement, and the lowering of the effective driving force.
Upon binding of ATP, we anticipate that the interaction between DNA and T4 DNA ligase becomes considerably more specific. The uniform modification of c has already demonstrated that ligase binds uniformly along the molecule. We thus believe that the significant reduction of the mean displacement in Fig. 9(b) is a testament of increased binding stability of T4 DNA ligase to DNA, and dimerization of T4 DNA ligase molecules on neighboring strands. T4 DNA ligase could potentially slide along the DNA, but we believe that it is likely to stall at intercalating dyes and single-stranded DNA defects induced by oxidative damage during dye bleaching. 73, 74 ATP has previously been identified as being necessary for specific binding to single-site defects. Since multiple bound enzymes can act to stabilize the same loop, the ability of ligase oligomers to stabilize folded configuration is a function of both binding constant of ligase and the coverage.
This picture is further solidified by our finding that the majority of DNA-DNA crossings were occupied by T4 DNA ligase in AFM measurements. Based on the dynamic light scattering data, this T4 DNA ligase is likely in not in a monomeric state. Thus, it appears that one T4 DNA ligase is bound to each DNA strand, and the oligomerization drives the coordination of the strands.
We further believe that the DNA-DNA crossings observed in AFM are present before the DNA is deposited on the substrate, and not simply a result of the deposition of a 3-dimensional molecule onto the 2-dimensional substrate. We base this statement on the statistics of molecule entry into nanochannels (Table I) . At the pressures used for the majority of experiments, the fraction of DNA molecules entering channels was considerably lower for bare DNA when compared to both samples with T4 DNA ligase. This increase upon ligase binding could be due to a reduction in w and P, but also the formation of a looped structure prior to insertion into the nanochannel. While the first factor doubtlessly plays a role, we have concrete evidence for the second one as well.
For this, we lowered the injection pressure, which resulted in near complete disappearance of folded configurations for bare DNA, while DNA in the presence of T4 DNA ligase still entered with loops. However, the configuration was such that the folded segment trailed the molecule through the channel. That in stark contrast to loops at high driving pressure, 75 and in particular loops in the absence of T4 DNA ligase, where we see almost exclusively folded segments leading the molecule. The only explanation for this asymmetry is the formation of transient loops in solution. Remarkably, this occurs even in the absence of Mg 2þ (although a small number of Mg 2þ ions could be remaining from expression of the protein).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented evidence that the physical behavior of nanoconfined DNA is significantly altered in the presence of T4 DNA ligase. In particular, the characteristic stretching of DNA in nanochannels is reduced. We have found evidence of dense binding of protein along the molecule. T4 DNA ligase binding reduced the product of effective DNA width and persistence length by more than a factor of 2, and greatly increased the stability of folded geometries within nanofluidic channels. We hypothesize that bound ligase molecules on neighboring strands can dimerize, and that they in essence stabilize parallel configurations of two DNA strands. We further found evidence for temporary loops in solution that are stabilized by transient ligase-induced links. We believe that such transient protein loops are mobile, and may form an important pathway for the efficient formation of specific large-scale DNA loops.
